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Strategies: map—sample

Bayesian language game

in a nustell We propose a Bayesian 
framework that connects Bayesian iterat-
ed learning (il) to naming games (ng), the 
two main branches of agent-based models 
of cultural language evolution. Surpris-
ingly, the two appear to be closely relat-
ed: the extremes of continuum. We find 
that Bayesian il trivializes the effect of 
cultural evolution, whereas the Bayesian 
ng yields non-trivial, lineage-specific lan-
guages.

conclusions Iterated learning 
and naming games are naturally 
connected in the Bayesian lan-
guage game. One extreme case, 
the Bayesian ng, reveals new  
behaviour: lineage-specific  

langauges that reflect innate bi-
ases of the learners. In compar-
ison, Bayesian il models seem 
to trivialize the cultural process. 
This highlights the importance 
of horizontal interactions.
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Exponentiating a distribution:
sampling (η=1) and map (η=∞).2

A. Lineage specificity and reflection of the bias

Parameter space. s–m = a sampling lang. strategy 
(η=1) and maximizing prod. strategy (ζ=∞)

Sample languages and productions or use the 
ones with maximum probability (map)?

Unified view of Bayesian agent-
based models of cultural lan-
guage evolution: from Bayesian 
il to bng, with all strategies.3

Bayesian naming game Behaviour of the Bayesian naming game

Characterising the Bayesian language game

1

The speaker picks a language (a distribution over words), account-
ing for its innate biases towards certain languages, and produces a 
word. The hearer observes the word and updates the probabilities 
it assigns to all languages in a Bayesian fashion. On average, this 
makes the observed word more likely to be produced when the 
hearer later becomes a speaker. Alignment is thus increased.

Alternative interpretation: a language as a distribution over linguis-
tic features rather than words.1

In the bng, coherence is reached 
with a lineage specific language 
that reflects the biases, but is 
non-trivially shaped by the cultural 
process. 

The bng reproduces wide, con-
strained variation. The variation is 
determined by the strenght of the 
bias, and the average of different 
lineages gives the bias. 

Population model2
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chain (il) hom. mixing (ng) random walk

=+The life expectancy, 
in a random walk, 
interpolates between 
il (γ = 1) and  
ng (γ = ∞).

1 See e.g. Reali & Griffiths (2010), whose il model is identical 
to the blg with a life expectancy of 1 (i.e., the il-variant)
2 Kirby, Dowman & Griffiths (2007) use exponentiation to 
interpolate between samplers and maximisers.
3 It should be noted that in this framework, agents are not 
perfect Bayesian reasoners when they use a maximising 
production strategy (i.e., ζ > 1).

4 e.g. Griffiths & Kalish (2007). In the il setting (γ=1), the 
Bayesian language game reduces to Reali & Griffiths (2009).
5 De Vylder & Tuyls (2006) proved convergence in a determin-
istic variant of a naming game of which ours is a near-direct 
generalisation. They use queue-agents and languages are 
always relative frequencies, which form a discrete subset of 
the simplex. We use the full simplex and no queue. 
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framework findings

language strategy ∝ p(lang | data)η (1)

production strategy ∝ p(data | lang)ζ (2)

lang. strategy ∝ p(lang | prod)η, prod. strategy ∝ p(prod | lang)ζ (3)

pt(θ) := p(θ | x) ∝ p(x | θ) · pt−1(θ) (4)

speaker

{
θt | αt−1 ∼ Dirichlet

(
αt−1

)

xi | θt ∼ Categorical
(
θt
) (5)

hearer αt+1 := αt + ct (6)

p(lang | prod) ∝ p(prod | lang) · p(lang) (7)
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technicalities The bng is inspired by Bayes-
ian il models4 and extends the ng of De Vylder 
& Tuyls.5 Agents essentially perform repeated 
Bayesian updating in a Dirichlet-categorical:

where θ is a language, x a production, α the 
param. of Dirichlet, and c a vector of counts.
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The Bayesian il model seems pre-
dictably determined by the biases 
(even for non-samplers). A higher 
life expectancy (lower turnover) re-

sults in stronger non-trivial cultur-
al effects. The resulting language is 
shaped by both the bias and the cul-
tural process.

Outcomes of the blg for il, ng and two intermediate pop. turn-
over rates, for all ‘extreme’ strategies. The bias is a ‘pyramid’.

conventional ng 

behaviour


